We demonstrate a heterogeneous photonic metastructure involving monolayer graphene achieving a substantial Faraday rotation angle and nearly perfect transmittance simultaneously. This breaks the longstanding tradeoff between the Faraday rotation angle and the transmission coefficient in conventional magneto-optical devices. Faraday rotation is enhanced across the interface between two photonic crystals due to the presence of an interface mode, i.e. optical Tamm state, which presents a strong electromagnetic field confinement at the location of the graphene sheet. This interface mode also helps to maintain a nearly perfect optical transmission through the structure thanks to a resonant tunneling mechanism. This exciting result was achieved particularly in the quantum regime with low Fermi level.
I. INTRODUCTION
Graphene has attracted considerable interest due to its unique optical properties, such as, transformation optics and plasmonics. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] Another promising application of graphene is in magneto-optics. The opportunity of creating a giant Faraday rotation (FR) angle has been identified experimentally in both single-layer and multilayered graphene structures, which provides completely new candidates for producing magneto-optical (MO) effects. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] The FR angle of graphene is a fascinating physical phenomenon that distinguishes from that observed in conventional bulky magnetic materials, in which the FR angle is proportional to the distance light travels. The reported experimental FR angle for a pristine or patterned graphene layer itself does not exceed 0.15 rad, which does not satisfy the demand of MO devices. On the other hand, graphene embedded in cavities has been found to be effective in achieving a larger FR angle. 19, 20 However, due to the tradeoff between the FR angle and transmission, transmission rates of those reported graphene devices are usually low, which restricts their practical applications. It is then vital to find new routes to break the typical tradeoff in graphene-based devices.
Tamm states refer to interface electron states occurring within an energy band gap and are spatially located at a crystal surface. 24 Since the original concept proposed by Tamm et al., there have been extensive studies on these modes in conventional semiconductors or metals. [25] [26] [27] In analogy with the electronic case, optical Tamm states (OTMs) have been explored in dielectric photonic crystals (PCs) and metamaterials. [28] [29] [30] [31] Optical Tamm states have also greatly contributed to the development of the field of magneto-optics, as analyzed in Ref. 32 . It is shown that the improved MO performance is due to the existence of OTMs located at the interface between the two subsystems. In contrast, such an effect is absent in simple periodic magneto-PCs due to the above-mentioned intrinsic tradeoff between the transmission and FR effect. 33, 34 In this paper, multilayer bulky magnetic materials are used to tune the phase, and thus an accumulated FR angle is achieved. However, single-layer graphene almost has no ability of tune the phase due to its atomic thickness. To explore the effective configuration with only single-layer graphene enabling good MO performance is significant for the application of graphene in MO devices.
In this paper, we theoretically report a simultaneously improved FR angle and high optical transmission in a graphene-based heterogeneous PC (G-HPC). By appropriately manipulating the parameters of the two types of PCs, the amplitude of the FR angle (transmission) can be made as large as −10.9
• (0.85) at chosen operating frequency. The physical mechanism behind the good MO performance is revealed by the combination of an effective refraction model and the analysis of the electromagnetic field distributions. Additionally, the spectral position of the large FR angle in graphene, which is intrinsically sensitive to the external magnetic field via a square-root dependence, is suppressed in G-HPCs due to the resonant character of the OTMs involved.
II. METHODOLOGY
A schematic picture of the proposed structure (G-HPC) is shown in Fig. 1 . The single-layer graphene lies in the x-y plane, which is sandwiched between the two PCs. Labels A, B, C and D represent four isotropic dielectric materials and m and n are the repetition numbers of the A/B and C/D subsystems, respectively. An external magnetic field (B) is applied along the z direction. For proof-of-principle purposes, we consider silicon as the dielectric material for both A and C components, whereas SiC is the one used for both B and D. The refractive indexes of SiO 2 and SiC for the range of frequencies analyzed are 1.5 and 2.55, respectively. 35 The thicknesses of the four PC components are taken as d A = 4.99 μm, d B = 1.39 μm; d C = 0.95 μm and d D = 3.77 μm to operate at the specific working frequency of 25 THz. The chosen thicknesses of the components are related to the existence of an OTM acquired by the phase matching condition r L r R = 1, 36 where r L and r R are reflection coefficients of the left and right periodic structures with wave impinging from vacuum, respectively (see Appendix A for details). Regarding the optical properties of graphene, it is worth mentioning that, as a difference with some previous experimental works on Faraday rotation in graphene-based structures, 18, 21 here, we operate in the so-called quantum regime by taking a very low Fermi energy μ = 4 meV. Here, ac conductivity of graphene is introduced via Kubo formula 37 (see Appendix B for details).
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Numerical calculations of both the FR angle and optical transmission were performed by employing the transfer matrix method. 38 Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the FR angle θ p and transmission at B = 1 T in a G-HPC structure under normal incidence. The results of the G/SiC structure (graphene on top of a SiC substrate with thickness of 1.39 μm), PC1, and PC2 are also shown for comparison. Here, θ p is zero for both PC1 and PC2 due to the components' reciprocity, while there is a pronounced enhancement in θ p at the specific frequency of 25 THz in the G-HPC structure. Its spectral location falls within the frequency band-gap region of two PCs. The peak value of θ p is −0.27
• and the corresponding transmission is very high, 0.98. The FR angle shown here is about 8 times larger than that of G/SiC structure, and it also yields a greatly increased transmission, going from 0.48 to 0.98. Thus, the important feature here is that enhanced θ p and high transmission are achieved simultaneously, indicating the traditional tradeoff is lifted.
It is insightful to reveal the physical mechanism that dominates good performance in the G-HPC structure. This can be understood in terms of the effective circular birefringence of the hybrid structure. To this end, we thus calculate the right circularly polarized (RCP) light and left circularly polarized (LCP) light transmission coefficients t ++ and t −− . Transmission spectra for both RCP (T ++ = |t ++ | 2 ) and LCP (T −− = |t −− | 2 ) lights are shown in Fig. 2(c) . The result of the G/SiC structure is also shown. It has no prominent features, while there are three resonances in the G-HPC transmission spectra for both RCP and LCP lights. At the three resonances, the peak of RCP transmission amplitude approaches almost 1 and is larger than that of LCP light. Moreover, the RCP and LCP peaks acquire the maximum values at slightly different frequencies, indicating a different phase modulation of the G-HPC structure for the two different polarizations. We can correlate these resonant features in the transmission spectrum with the density of optical modes (DOM) in the structure. This physical parameter carries information of the availability of allowed photonic states within a certain frequency range, entering into the electromagnetic dynamics via the derivative of photonic dispersion relationship. 39 In our finite system, DOM is determined by the derivative of the effective wave vector parallel to the propagating direction. 40 Figure 2(d) shows the DOM versus frequency for RCP and LCP components. The DOM value of the G/SiC structure is enlarged by 100 times for visualization at the same scale. As expected, the G/SiC structure does not exhibit any resonant effect, thus leading to a broadband small FR angle. In G-HPC structure, the DOM of RCP and LCP lights oscillate over the 23-26 THz frequency range. Two small DOM peaks appear at frequencies corresponding to a Fabry-Perot resonance (23.3 THz) and band-edge transmission resonance (24.3 THz). The DOM achieves the maximum value at 25 THz, which is related to the significant decrease of the group velocities and thus the strongly spatial localization of light at the interface between the two PCs. Besides, slightly different localization conditions emerge around the specified working frequency for effectively RCP and LCP lights due to their different propagation velocities. Consequently, the designed G-HPC structure has an intrinsic contribution to modulate the effective RCP and LCP lights, thus generating a large FR angle.
A. Field distribution
It is meaningful to visualize the role of the HPC structure in improving graphene's MO performance. In Fig. 3 , we plot the spatial profiles of the electric field in HPC and G-HPC structures at the excitation frequency of 25 THz, respectively. Panels (a) and (b) present the electric field distributions of |E x | and |E y | for the HPC configuration without graphene in between. The most important feature is that there is no E y component in the absence of graphene, indicating that no propagating wave gets rotated in the polarization plane of the incident wave. Furthermore, the electric (and magnetic as well, not shown) fields reach local maxima at the center of each A/B component within PC1 rather than at the interfaces of the A-B bilayers. There are two local maxima also within each component of the PC2, and the E x component of the field intensity of the wave in PC2 is overall smaller than that in PC1. Close to the interface between PC1 and PC2, the electric field reaches the global maximum value. Both the electric and magnetic fields are exponentially decaying within the two PCs away from the interface, which indicates that a standing wave emerges allowing the resonant tunneling of light through the whole structure.
In contrast to the HPC structure without graphene, Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) show that the propagating wave through the G-HPC structure has not only an E x component but also an E y component, despite the fact that the incident wave had only an E x component. The electric field enhancement in E x and E y components appear in an alternating pattern within the two PCs. It reveals that the polarization plane of the transmitted wave gets rotated due to the gyrotropy effect of graphene. Besides, the electric field amplitude reaches its maximum near to the interface between the two PCs and the decaying wave penetrates into several layers into the two PCs. The field intensity is localized, to a large extent, at the center of the whole structure where the single atomic layer graphene is located, suggesting that the enhanced MO effects originate from the electromagnetic field localization. The strong interference between forward and backward propagating waves leads again to a standing wave and thus a robust localized interface mode, the OTM, which increases the coupling between the incident wave and graphene. Therefore, the FR angle per unit of wave propagation length along G-HPC structure is obviously large even for a monolayer graphene due to the confinement of resonant states. This resonant tunneling of an electromagnetic wave is empowered by OTMs that determines the enhanced FR angle and its associated high transmission. The key role played by the OTM is illustrated in Fig. 3(e) , which shows the local density of modes (LDOM) versus frequency evaluated at the location of the graphene sheet. 41 A close correspondence between the spectral locations in which FR is enhanced and the resonant peaks in the LDOM is observed.
B. Magnetic field dependence of the FR in the quantum regime
In the quantum regime, the Dirac character of carriers in graphene leads to a cyclotron resonance that increases with the B field following a square-root dependence. 6 It enables another degree of freedom to optimize MO performance. • at B = 7 T) but does not degrade the transmission too much, i.e. it decreases from 0.98 to 0.85 when the B field increases from 1 to 7 T.
As explained above, the confined character of the interface OTM results in a large θ p in contrast to that in the G/SiC structure. The enhancement of θ p with the B field can be traced back to the relativistic Landau levels quantization of graphene.
1 The value of θ p is closely related to the real part of σ xy , Re[σ xy ]. The value of Re[σ xy ] gets larger with the magnitude of the B field at the specific 25 THz. For example, the magnitude of Re[σ xy ] at B = 7 T is almost 40 times larger than that at B = 1 T. The combination of the strong field confinement along with localized mode and increased Re[σ xy ] of graphene results in a further enhancement in θ p at high B field. Regarding the transmission spectrum, its magnitude is mainly dictated by the designed PC structure and, therefore, much less sensitive to the B field. This behavior is very much different from the case of the two-layer structure, in which the position of the FR dip varies with the B field. 18, 21 This distinction may be understood because the enhanced FR angle in the G-HPC structure is mainly determined by spectral location of the OTM that has a structural/dielectric origin and not by the cyclotron resonance.
C. Extension to other frequency
Thus, the G-HPC structure can enhance the MO performance of graphene at a desirable working frequency given appropriate geometric arrangement of the two PCs. The mechanism is applied to other frequencies by simply modifying the structural parameters. For example, the improved MO effect can be achieved using the same Si and SiC as in previous calculations but changing the structural parameters to d A = 4.20 μm, d B = 2.61 μm; d C = 3.62 μm, and d D = 2.95 μm to operate at lower frequency 9.5 THz. The FR angle increases from 0.28
• further to 5.58
• , and transmission increases from 0.48 to 0.98 at B = 1 T when going from the G/SiC to the G-HPC structure. Finally, the MO performance here survives at oblique incidence but slightly degrades compared with the case of normal incidence. We emphasize that the designed structure governs the nature of the desirable MO effect. The high transmission can be guaranteed by the applied phase match condition. One direct proof is the field distribution, where strong field is observed to localize at the interface along with the existence of the interface mode. The nonreciprocity of graphene in the presence of a magnetic field breaks the degeneracy of RCP and LCP waves, whose phase difference can be strongly enlarged at the designed structure and thus offers the condition of achieving a large FR angle extrinsically.
D. Effects of stacking sequence on FR and the transmission
It has been reported that the sequence of components is vital to determine the appearance of OTMs. 36 Figures 5(a) and 5(b) demonstrate the FR angle and transmission spectrum for HPC structure with different arrangement sequence of components. As expected, resonant tunneling disappears when we only swap the sequence of layers within each PC due to the broken phase matching condition. However, as shown in Fig. 5 , there is a dip in the θ p spectrum, and a corresponding transmission peak appears in the (B/A)graphene(D/C) structure, signifying that the resonant tunneling survives when swapping the layer sequence in both PCs. Therefore, if the sequences of both PC components vary, the spatial distribution of electric and magnetic intensity is expected to vary, but the localized interface mode remains the same and thus a relatively large FR angle and transmission survive in the modified structure.
E. Effect of the broadening parameter on MO performance
Considering the available experimental technique on obtaining graphene, such as the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) based method, we investigate the effect of the broadening parameter on MO performance, as shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) . The broadening parameter is chosen to be 6.6 (100), 11.0 (60), and 32.9 (20) meV(fs), corresponding to cases of different quality CVD grown graphene. 42, 43 The other parameters are chosen to be the same as Fig. 2(a) in the text. The result of the original broadening parameter 1.2 (550) meV(fs) is also shown for comparison. We can see that the peak of the FR angle (−0.27
• ) stays almost the same when increases from 1.2 to 11.0 meV, and it then decreases to −0.12
• for normal quality CVD grown graphene at the working frequency 25 THz. However, there is no obvious change in the transmission spectrum with an increased broadening parameter. It can be ascribed to the fact that the transmission in our configuration is determined by the resonant tunneling, and it is not very sensitive to graphene's parameter due to its atomic thickness. Our results imply that the quality of graphene grown by CVD method affects the FR angle slightly, but transmission stays almost the same. Therefore, high transmission along with a large FR angle survives with an increased broadening parameter.
F. Room temperature MO performance
Temperature is an issue which affects the device performance. A higher FR angle is expected at a lower temperature; thus, it is instructive to explore the MO performance at room temperature for real applications in MO devices. Using the theoretical method listed above, we calculated the FR angle and transmission as a function of frequency at room temperature 300 K, where the B field is fixed to be 7 T, and the other parameters are kept the same as Fig. 2(a) in the text. The room temperature MO response is shown in Fig. 7 , and the results of the G/SiC configuration are also shown for comparison. It can be observed that the overall transmission of the G-HPC structure is not sensitive to temperature, but the FR angle can be engineered by the temperature. As expected, the FR angle gets smaller as the temperature increases from 10 to 300 K. Despite this fact, we found that the FR angle of the G-HPC structure can reach −0.8
• , which is ten times larger than that of the G/SiC case and comparable to the value in conventional bulk magnetic materials. 32 These results can be understood as follows. The transmission is mainly determined by the designed PC structure and thus has a small dependence on the parameters of graphene. This temperature modulation effect on the FR angle is a direct consequence of the variations of ac conductivity in graphene due to thermal broadening effect. The real part of the off-diagonal ac term Re[σ xy ] at room temperature is only one-twelfth of the value at T = 10 K. In contrast to the low-temperature case, the high temperature tends to smear the original sharp peak out and thus leads to the degradation of the FR angle, whereas the transmission is insensitive to it. The sign of the FR angle is closely related to Re[σ xy ] and can be reversed upon the reversal of the magnetic field direction, which has been demonstrated in experiments. 44 Such a feature is still valid in our designed structure, which is not unusual and can be observed in conventional magnetic materials. Our results here indicate that the designed structure provides the opportunity to obtain the coexistence of a good FR angle and high transmission together, even at room temperature and avoids patterning graphene. 45, 46 
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have theoretically demonstrated giant MO effect in a metastructure with a graphene monolayer, in which a giant FR angle and high transmission are achieved simultaneously. Their coexistence is markedly distinguished from the currently existing graphene devices in which the tradeoff between those two physical magnitudes plays a key role in their performance. Such counterintuitive improvement in our structure is due to the existence of optical Tamm states occurring at the interface between the two PCs. It is well known that most of the MO materials lack tunability due to their invariable properties, which imposes serious restrictions to the applications in tunable optoelectronics, such as optical switches and displays. In contrast to conventional MO devices, the FR angle introduced by graphene can be controlled by external means, such as chemical potential and/or magnetic fields. [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] Importantly, the magnitude of the FR peak increases with the magnetic field, but its spectral location is determined by the interface mode and is then insensitive to the magnetic field. Our proposed scheme opens a promising avenue to realize high-performance graphene MO devices that can be extended to other two-dimensional structures, such as silicene and transition metal dichalcogenides.
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APPENDIX A: THE CONDITION OF THE EXISTENCE OF OTMS IN HETEROGENEOUS PC
The case of a homogeneous layer introduced by two virtual interfaces is employed to derive the condition of the existence of OTMs. 36 The relation between a left propagating wave at the left interface and a right propagating wave at the right interface can be connected by the propagating matrix. Its diagonal term is the phase factor exp(±iω/c x), where positive/negative sign represents the right/left propagating wave. Here, ω is the angular frequency of the incident wave, and c is the velocity of light in the vacuum. Also, x is the distance between two virtual layers. The combination of the continuity of the tangential component of electric field and x = 0 determines the condition of the existence of OTMs, i.e. r L r R = 1. Here, r L and r R are reflection coefficients of the left and right periodic structures with wave impinging from a vacuum, respectively. When there are two stacked PCs, the following equation should be satisfied to realize the OTMs: 
APPENDIX B: DERIVATIONS OF FR AND THE TRANSMISSION IN MULTILAYERED STRUCTURE
Upon the application of the B field, graphene has the asymmetrical ac conductivity which can be obtained according to the Kubo formalism: . Also, v α,β is the velocity matrix obtained by the derivatives of the Hamiltonian via Peierls substitution. The broadening parameter is assumed to be 1.2 meV, and the temperature is 10 K. 3 We assume that graphene is grown on Si-terminated surface of SiC and thus consider the MO effects in quantum regime. To this end, we use the following method to connect the relation between the incoming and outgoing wave functions and compare the present results with those in conventional MPC systems with bulky magnetic materials.
In the presence of ac conductivity ( ↔ σ ), the fundamental Maxwell's equation is presented by:
where ε 0 stands for the contribution from ion to dielectric constant, and j = ↔ σ · E is the current induced by ac conductivity. Unlike conventional isotropic materials, it generally has four waves in a typical biaxial media, two of which are forward left-and right-handed circularly polarized propagating waves and another two are the corresponding backward propagating waves.
The incident wave vector can be expressed as k i = k 0 (v x ,v y ,v z ), where k 0 = ω/c. Here, c is the velocity of light in the vacuum. An electromagnetic wave impinges on the proposed structure with an angle θ i confined in the x-z plane. It indicates k y = 0, v x = n i sin(θ i ), and v z = n i cos(θ i ). The amplitude of electric field inside the biaxial media can be written as 
where t ij is the ratio of the incident j -polarized electric field and the transmitted i-polarized electric field. Here,
